
Basic LADOK data
Course Code: ISGA97
Application Code: 38611
Semester: HT-21
Start Week: 202145
End Week: 202202
Pace of Study: 50%
Form of Study: Campus

Course Data
Number of questionnaires answered: 5

Number of first registrations[1]: 33

Changes suggested in the course analysis of the previous course
date:
--

PUBLISHED COURSE ANALYSIS

Publishing date: 2022-02-07

A course analysis has been carried out and published by the course convener.

The Karlstad University evaluation tool is owned by the Professional Development Unit and is managed by
the systems group for educational administration.

Business by Web and Web Analytics, 7.5 ECTS cr. (ISGA97)
Course convener: John Sören Pettersson



Analysis based on course evaluation, including comments fields. If information has been collected
in other ways, it should also be analysed here. Any effect of joint courses should be commented



on.

Three students answered on what to keep: "Flexible dates for presentation, a lot of different literature", "I
enjoyed when the course was having a intrudoction about other companies or topics, when we had guests in
our lectures. As an example, when we went to inovation park, or had a lecture about gamification, it gave
inspiration to write third essay. And just showed more what we as person can work with in the future." and
"The presentations. That the teacher explains a review of what we are studying. Thanks to that I could
practically understand everything. It is also clear that the student has to give his own effort, that is, me in this
case."
But a fourth student gave this criticism "Booked lectures but no teacher shows up. A lot you have to find out
on your own, so why are teachers needed?" Teachers' comment: Indeed we had some incidents but bearing in
mind a sudden lack of staff and ongoing recruitments, it was unavoidable that we would fail at some single
points. Supervision is very much needed. It is clear that students not showing up at supervision fail more than
students who attend.

Suggestions for changes to the next course date.

--

1. Number of first registrations for a course: First registration = the first time a student registers for a specific
course.


